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Repeating 1887 meant repeating the Colonial Conference, and
this was perhaps the most important result of the occasion. The
first conference had not been conceived as inaugurating a series;
and although what is known as the second had been held at
Ottawa in 1894, it originated as a business gathering to debate
Pacific cables, and only by courtesy went on to discuss the fiscal
preference ideas, in which its hosts, the Canadian ministers,
happened to be interested. The British government was repre-
sented at it neither by a minister nor even by an official, but solely
by Lord Jersey,1 an ex-governor of New South Wales. The 1897
conference, presided over by Chamberlain and attended by the
premiers of eleven colonies,2 was an altogether bigger affair. By
resolving that in future conferences should meet at intervals, it
went far to convert the experiment into an institution; though its
members again separated without fixing any period for their
reassembly. The previous ten years had brought out the fact
that 'uniting the Empire', which in a vague way was everybody's
aspiration, might follow three quite distinct lines of develop-
ment—political, military-naval, or commercial. The first meant
providing the empire with some common machinery for deter-
mining policy; so that, for example, a question of peace or war
might be decided, not merely by the British parliament at West-
minster, but by a body in which the colonies had a voice and by
whose decision they might be bound. The second meant envisag-
ing the problem of empire defence as a whole, and determining
what military or naval contributions each part should make to it*
The third soon tended to narrow itself to schemes for fiscal
preference*
Chamberlain, who presided, opened the conference with a
speech stressing the first line* He suggested a council of the
empire to which the autonomous colonies might send 'repre-
sentative plenipotentiaries', and which 'might slowly grow to that
Federal Council to which we must always look forward as our
ultimate ideal9* But the colonial statesmen were unpersuaded.
Courtesies apart, that was not their ideal What each colony
treasured most was its own self-government; and they feared
lest a federal body might encroach on it* Perhaps they were
right, too, if they suspected that, under no matter what forms,
1 The seventh earl (1845-29x5).
* Canada, Newfoundland, New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, West
Australia, Queensland, Tiuuianm, New Zealand, Cape Colony, and Natal,

